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MONTSERRAT BENEFITS FROM PROTOCOL,    

DIPLOMACY AND BUSINESS ETIQUETTE    

TRAINING 

February 21st, 2019 - St John’s Montserrat –  A four-day 
Protocol, Diplomacy and Business Etiquette training 
workshop began here on Tuesday, February 19th, 2019 
for officials of the Government of Montserrat and other 
related departments, Ministries and Business entities.  
The workshop dubbed: “A Guide for the Modern        
Professional Montserrat” is aimed at assisting      
participants to understand how individuals and entities       
can engage with their counterparts and constituencies to        
facilitate positive outcomes and avoid embarrassment.  

Speaking at the opening of the workshop, Her        

Excellency, the Governor, acting, Lyndell Simpson      

highlighted the need for Montserrat to develop a cadre         

of world-class officers in protocol, diplomacy and       

business etiquette to provide consistent high-quality      



service delivery and be ambassadors for Montserrat.       

Her Excellency (Ag) also stressed the importance of a         

more sophisticated approach towards protocol and      

etiquette which is essential to nation building. 

Chief Human Resources Officer, acting, at the Human        

Resources Management Unit, Mrs Cheverlyn     

Williams-Kirnon encouraged the participants to learn as       

much as they can given the short time frame; draw from           

the knowledge, skill and expertise of the facilitator and         

be willing to put what they have learnt into practice in           

their day to day operations. She also implored the         

participants to give both their internal and external        

customers what they deserve – excellence in service        

delivery. 

At the end of the workshop, participants will have a          
better understanding of the fundamentals of protocol       
and business etiquette; knowledge and skills in       
organizing events with careful attention to detail in order         
to avoid professional and diplomatic gaffes, have a        
greater sensitivity to nuances in a multicultural       



environment and increased their confidence in handling       
protocol-related situations. 

Some of the areas being covered during the workshop         
this week are an introduction to the concepts of         
protocol, state protocol, etiquette and business etiquette,       
diplomacy, the role and functions of a Ministry of Foreign          
Affairs or Department responsible for State Protocol,       
event planning, business etiquette, forms address and       
guidelines for the use of national symbols.  

Project Assistant of the Diplomatic Academy of the        
Caribbean, University of the West Indies, St Augustine        
Campus, Ms Zara Weekes-Rhyzer also gave brief       
remarks. 

The Facilitators for the February 19thto 22ndworkshop are        
Educator Ms Gail P Guy and Dennis Francis who have          
among them, over 60 years of experience. 

Protocol and etiquette provide a framework which       
facilitates the seamless flow of business or other        
ceremonial activities. When events or ceremonials occur       
without a hitch, the public never comments or notices.         
Hitches and glitches are the stuff that make the         
headlines in the media. It is therefore very important that          
persons functioning in these areas, understand the       
importance of careful planning and continually      
rechecking details to avoid embarrassment to the       



principals and consequential damage to the organization       
and corporate brand.  

The workshop, organized by the Office of the Premier in          
partnership with the Human Resources Management      
Unit is being held at the Human Resources        
Management Unit Training Room at Government      
Headquarters in Brades. 

ENDS… 
 


